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ABSTRACT
Summary: This paper presents an approach to assessing cluster validity based on
similarity knowledge extracted from the Gene Ontology.
Availability: The program is freely available for non-profit use on request from the
authors.
Supplementary information: http://www.cs.tcd.ie/Nadia.Bolshakova/GOtool.html
The automated integration of background knowledge is fundamental to support the generation
and validation of hypotheses about the function of gene products. One such source of prior
knowledge is the Gene Ontology (GO), which is a structured, shared vocabulary that allows the
annotation of gene products across different model organisms. The GO comprises three independent
hierarchies: molecular function (MF), biological process (BP) and cellular component (CC).
Researchers can represent relationships between gene products and annotation terms in these
hierarchies. Previous research has applied GO information to detect overrepresented functional
annotations in clusters of genes obtained from expression analyses. It has also been suggested to
assess gene sequence similarity and expression correlation. For additional information on the GO
and its applications, the reader is referred to its website (http://www.geneontology.org) and (Wang
et al., 2004).
Topological and statistical information extracted from the GO in relation to a set of annotated
gene products may be used to measure similarity between them. Different GO-driven similarity
assessment methods may be then implemented to perform clustering or to quantify the quality of the
resulting clusters. Cluster validity assessment may consist of data- and knowledge-driven methods,
which aim to estimate the optimal cluster partition from a collection of candidate partitions. Datadriven methods mainly include statistical tests or validity indices applied to the data clustered.
Knowledge-driven methods are proposed to enhance the predictive reliability and biological
relevance of the results. A data-driven, cluster validity assessment platform was previously reported
by (Bolshakova and Azuaje, 2003).
Traditional GO-based cluster description methods have consisted of statistical analyses of the
enrichment of GO terms in a cluster. The application of GO-based similarity to perform clustering
and validate clustering outcomes has not been widely investigated. A recent contribution by Speer
et al. (2004) presented an algorithm that incorporates GO annotations to cluster genes. They applied
the Davies-Bouldin index (Bolshakova and Azuaje, 2003) to estimate the quality of the clusters.
We implemented a knowledge-driven cluster validity assessment system for microarray data
clustering. It consists of validity indices that incorporate similarity knowledge originating from the
GO (we used only non-IEA annotations and the May 2004 release version). A well-known gene
expression dataset from the yeast cell cycle (Cho et al., 1998) was analysed to illustrate its
application. Several cluster partitions, obtained with the k-means algorithm, were analysed to
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estimate the optimum number of clusters for this dataset. An information content technique
proposed by Resnik (1995) was implemented to measure similarity between gene products based on
the GO. Detailed descriptions on this and other GO-based similarity assessment techniques are
presented in (Wang et al., 2004) and the Supplementary Section.
This research applies two approaches to calculating cluster validity indices. The first approach
process overall similarity values, which are calculated by taking into account the combined
annotations originating from the three GO hierarchies. The second approach is based on the
calculation of independent similarity values, which originate from each of these hierarchies. The
second approach allows one to estimate the effect of each of the hierarchies on the validation
process.
We applied the C-index (Hubert and Schultz, 1976), which is an effective cluster validity
estimator for different types of clustering applications. Clustering was performed with the Machaon
CVE tool (Bolshakova and Azuaje, 2003). The data comprised 64 genes described by their
expression values during the yeast cell cycle (Cho et al., 1998). Previous research has shown that
disjoint clusters of genes are significantly expressed in each of the five cell cycle stages: early G1,
late G1, S, G2, M.
Figure 1(a) shows the predictions made by the validity indices at each number of clusters, c, for
c =2 to 6. The bold entries correspond to the optimal values of the indices. The validity indices
based on similarity information from the MF, BP and the combined hierarchies indicated that the
optimal number of clusters is c = 5, which is consistent with the cluster structure expected (Cho et
al., 1998). Only the method based on the CC hierarchy suggested the partition with two clusters as
the optimal partition, which confirms that cellular localization information does not adequately
reflect relevant functional relationships in this dataset.
The Machaon CVE (Bolshakova and Azuaje, 2003) has been updated to support this
technique. It aims to partition samples or genes into groups characterised by similar expression
patterns, and to evaluate the quality of the clusters obtained. Figure 1(b) depicts screenshots from
the Machaon CVE. Future research will include the comparison and combination of different dataand knowledge-driven cluster validity indices. This study contributes to the development of
techniques for facilitating the statistical and biological validity assessment of data mining results in
functional genomics.
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(a)
Validity indices based on:
Combined hierarchies
Biological process
Molecular function
Cellular component

c=2
0.506
0.496
0.505
0.507

c=3
0.436
0.331
0.326
0.648

c=4
0.385
0.223
0.231
0.674

c=5
0.347
0.132
0.174
0.71

c=6
0.348
0.141
0.191
0.732

(b)

Figure 1. (a) C-index values for expression clusters originating from yeast data. Bold entries
represent the optimal number of clusters, c, predicted by each method. Validity indices used
Resnik’s similarity metric. The first approach process overall similarity values, which are calculated
by taking into account the combined annotations originating from the three GO hierarchies. The
other indices are based on the calculation of independent similarity values, which originate from
each of these hierarchies. (b) Screenshots from the Machaon CVE.
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